Grade 3 Mid to End of Year Math Assessment – Number Sense
WHAT IS IT?
The grade 3 mid to end of year math assessment can be used to answer the question, “Did we get there?” In the fall, we determined a starting
point for individual students and our class as a whole. After instruction, we want to know where each student presently sits in their learning.
From the assessment results, we can see trends within the class and for each student. We learn quickly about their math knowledge and can fill
any gaps before the end of the year, celebrate learning and be reflective about our math instruction.
The key understandings from the number sense strand covered in the grade 3 math assessment are: comparing / ordering fractions, skip counting,
number patterns, place value, addition strategies, partitioning and multiplication problem solving.
HOW IS IT DELIVERED?
We like to administer this assessment as a team (class teachers, LST, CST, administrators, EA) and will spend 1 TO 2 hours in each classroom. One
teacher will present the book, “Amanda Bean’s Amazing Dream”, engaging the students in the context and play some number games orally
(counting, number naming, partitioning…) as they read the book. The Surrey Math problem is then read and explained to the students. Each
student returns to their desk with the problem on a piece of paper to start solving it. During this quiet work time, each student is asked to
conference with a teacher to complete the math assessment conference. Teachers follow the questions on the math assessment page, recording
student answers, comments and noting their observations and judgments on the table on right side of the assessment page. At another time,
questions 6, 7 can be completed. Question 8 can be done during the conference, or as a whole class with questions 6 and 7. A class profile can also
be created to assist data analysis.
THE ASSESSMENT IN YOUR CLASSROOM
In order to prepare for the assessment, please:
•
Have a class list printed off
•
Star the students on the class list that you would like assessed by a certain teacher (yourself, your CST, or LST…)
•
Have a “busy” activity that is easy to organize for the EA to lead during the hour assessment so that you are free to assess as well
•
Provide a small table and chairs and hopefully a quieter spot (for each adult assessing)
•
Make sure all students have a pencil

Materials to complete this assessment include:
*The book, Amanda Bean’s Amazing Dream by Cindy Neuschwander
*47 counters per adult
*One copy, per student of the #9 Word problem
*One copy, per student of questions 6,7
*One copy, per student of question 8
*One copy, per student of the Conference Recording Sheet
*One set of number cards per adult
*One copy of the number table (with missing numbers) per adult.

Student Name:__________________________________

Grade 3 Mid to End of Year Math Assessment -Number Sense

Assessment ideas: The book Amanda Bean’s Amazing Dream can be read to the entire class and the contexts in the book can be used as a basis for
manipulatives and questions. Please note that some questions have multiple parts. Do not hesitate to adjust the numbers, or the quantity of tasks completed
to suit the student. The Surrey math problem solving assessment might also be used as it uses this same book to assess problem solving and partitioning.
Student Conference
1. Place the numeral cards in front of the student and say, “Each card shows the part of a cookie that
Amanda saw at the bakery. Can you point to the largest part? ”.
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2. Place 47 counters on the table in front of the student and ask, ”About how many cookies/counters
am I placing on the table in front of you?” 3a&b. “Can you now check your estimate by counting by 5s
aloud?” 4. “ Is this number even or odd and how do you know?” Estimates: ______
- skip counts by 5s ______ trusts the count_______ 3c. “If I have 11 fewer cookies, how many will I
have?” 11 fewer_______ Even/odd reasoning: ___________________________________________
3. Show the student the number chart and ask them to start at 854 and count backwards by 10s.
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ _____ _____ 764
4. The teacher says, If Amanda saw _______ bicycles and then 1 more bicycle arrived, how many bikes
would she see? (prompt with, What is the next number? – if needed)
97______
599_____ 1099_____ 9999 ________
5. If Amanda has 16 bikes and 4 sheep, how can she share the bikes equally amongst the sheep?
_____________________________
8. Wheels task (Use conference or whole class format this). Ask students to count the number of
wheels on the page; note and record how students count. Agree and record that there are 48 wheels
together. Point to the 8 and say, “Use a green pencil and put a circle around what this part of the
number means in the set of wheels.” Then point to the 4 and say, “Use a red pencil and put a circle
around what this part of the number means in the set of wheels.” Do not use the words value,
amount, four, eight, forty.
***Students now complete the whole class questions independently (numbers 6,7.) Question 9 is
the word problem that can be done independently as the conferences are taking place.

Teacher Observations

Comments / Next Steps:

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
Key: NP – Needs time, practice and /or support
DA – Developing appropriately
CI – Confidently and independently
Na- not assessed at this time
Task
NP
DA
CI
Na
1Compares and
orders fractions
2. Estimates and
checks
2,3. Skip counts
by 5s, 10s
2. Even/odd
reasoning
2, 7. Add /
Subtract
4. One more…
large numbers
4,8. Place Value
5. Division
6. Number chart
patterns
9. Partitioning
9. Problem
Solving

Name________________________________

6. This is a chunk taken from a number
chart. Fill in the empty boxes with the
correct numbers, and explain your
thinking.
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Ball, Millar, Garneau (2010) K-7 Problem Solving

Ball, Millar, Garneau (2010) K-7 Problem
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